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1. Scores are not musical works. Through the means of notation (and recording) we have learned to translate music into something else (figures, dots, magnetic fields and numbers) which can be reconstituted into music, but these are merely spatial representations; they are not the temporal musical work.
2. Even two performances which contain the same instrumentation and sequence of pitches (even by the same performer) vary in virtually every other respect. We only assume that since all performances of a work by Beethoven share a fixed pitch sequence, determined by a score, that all musical works must consist of a set of predetermined pitches. It is far from obvious which elements Beethoven and his contemporaries considered essential for the integrity of a musical work.6 Both the opera and plainchant debate, demonstrate the difficulty traditional musicology has had when identity may not involve a repeated pitch sequence. This paper focuses primarily on jazz because it so clearly demonstrates that even the most sophisticated scores do not alone contain musical works and that performances of the same work can vary dramatically. Jazz is still in the process of translation into written form, so there is little or no temptation to confuse the score with the musical work. Also, while it is difficult to discuss objectively the differences among the various performances of a Beethoven sonata, every performance of the same musical work in jazz will actually differ in pitch content. Repeating an exact pitch sequence is even considered "cheating."7 As Louis Armstrong once said, "Asking ajazz musician to play something twice in exactly the same way is a bit like going up to a bird in a tree and saying, 'How's that again?' "8 6 Berlioz, for example, was very specific about which elements he considered essential. He complained that when a symphonic work was played on the piano, "The whole idea, the essence and genius of the passage in fact, is destroyed or distorted." (Hector Berlioz. Although this radical position on repetition of pitch sequences might seem alien to traditional musicological assumptions, our European tradition is full of examples, from Baroque continuo realization to Italian opera, which demonstrate that the difference between jazz and performances of the European repertoire is a difference in degree and not in kind. As any studio musician can tell you, even when the goal is exact repetition, every performance is different. Nuances may be harder to talk about than the pitches, but they are just as real. While in jazz it is more obvious that the way you play the tune changes the tune, in fact all musical works are social constructions which change through the mechanism of performance.9 9 I am proposing that Martin Heidegger's maxim that all knowing is historical, personal and temporal, also applies to the specific way in which musical works exist. E. H. Gombrich has already made this claim for the visual arts. As part of his proof that there is no non-interpretive seeing he offers the illustration shown in Figure 1 which must either be a duck or a rabbit. Accordingly, the parallel claim can be made for music that there is neither non-interpretive playing nor hearing. I will return to this and the claim about social constructions at the end of the paper.
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Roman Ingarden has already created a framework for the discussion of these problems by asserting that a performance, a musical work and a score are not identical entities.lo By clarifying the nature of each and by using a verbal analogy, however, I hope to better illuminate the relationship among them.
Performance
While music is only partially analogous to language, M. M. Bakhtin's theory of language helps to clarify my concept of "performance" as a musical utterance which is both example and definition. 1 Bakhtin proposed two opposing forces in language: the one toward unity and the need to understand each other, and the other toward the specific and the desire to express our uniqueness. The unifying or centripetal force, as Bakhtin called it, manifests itself in an abstract set of postulated normative conventions which operate to keep the possibilities of communication open.2 The stratifying or centrifugal force is more omnipresent and apparent through the presence of stratified dialects and sub-languages particular to certain professions, classes or generations.1s This dichotomy can also be expressed as the tension between individual expression and communication or between innovation and tradition.
Every verbal speech act is a unique utterance which acts as the focal point in the reciprocal relationship between these two forces.14 Bakhtin uses utterance to examine the individual's attempt to convey a unique message with a minimal amount of interference from preexistent meanings. These preexistent meanings are necessary for conversation to take place at all, but an individual personalizes his utterance through various choices of gesture, articulation, intonation and vocabulary. Every performance, like every verbal speech act, is also a unique and personal utterance. As with the abstract conventions of language, ideal musical works may exist somewhere, but our only access to these ideals is through this set of concrete temporal events.
Finally, Bakhtin reminds us that we get our words out of the mouths of others and not from dictionaries.'5 Unlike composers who create new works, performers and listeners must extract musical works out of other personalized performances.'6 Since every performance of a musical work-like every utterance-is a unique example of the thing and not the thing itself, there do not exist real musical works (or words) that have not already been endowed with meanings, some of which will be alien to what the performer wants to convey.'7 Each performance, therefore, is a unique moment during which the individual struggles to convey both a unique message and a specific musical work. This musical work is abstracted from other concrete performances: "it is from there (other people's mouths) that one must take the word and make it one's own."ls Although Bakhtin and decentralization, of unification and disunification, intersect in the utterance." Ibid., p. 272.
'5 "As a result of the work done by all of these stratifying forces in language, there are no 'neutral' words and forms-words and forms that belong to 'no one'; language has been completely taken over, shot through with intentions and accents. For any individual consciousness living in it, language is not an abstract system of normative forms but rather a concrete heteroglot conception of the world." Ibid., p. 293.
'6 Scores too are merely another type of personalized performance or utterance. (See page 148.) '7 It is ironic that the attempt to "recover" something about a work through the means of historical performance practice argues against the textual fidelity which has been the hallmark of the field, because it assumes the existence of something not in the text. If we have lost this ineffable quality through changes in performance style and we are attempting to regain it through reform of our current performance style, then surely we are arguing for the existence of some part of the musical work outside of its written source. In other words, the score does not contain the entire essence of the work. Like the idealized rules of grammar, the essence can only be grasped from the examples. Unlike a literary work, any attempt to create a definitive version of a musical work (or the abstract essence of grammar) is doomed to become only another specific example. The parallel between music works and language (as Bakhtin describes it) is that both exist as a collection of real examples and not as an abstract system of normative forms. i8 The complete context is as follows: "The word in language is half someone else's. It becomes 'one's own' only when the speaker populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutral and impersonal language (it is not, after all, out of a dictionary that the speaker gets his words!), but rather it exists in other people's mouths, in other people's 144 describes the process of linguistic appropriation, a simple substitution of "tune" for "word" renders the jazz players credo: it is from other people's mouths (performances) that one must take the tune and make it one's own.
The Musical Work
The traditional view in musicology assumes a distinction between the accidental (or changeable) characteristics and the essential (or fixed) ones. If all performances of a musical work share an essential structural content (the notes, for most music) and vary only in nuance or accidental characteristics, it is not always clear which qualities are which. Nelson Goodman argues, for example, that tempo is accidental (he calls it an auxiliary direction) and that a performance at any tempo, "however wretched," is still a performance of the work.19 While it does seem possible to make a distinction between ornamental and essential notes, we are incapable of telling them apart without multiple samples of the same piece or without a set of preconditioned established rules for pitch hierarchies.
This traditional structuralist concept of a musical work, however, completely breaks down for a pair of jazz performances which share nothing in common. For example, the version of 'Round Midnight in Example la retains only the melody and key of the "parent" while the version in Example ib retains only the harmony and the rhythm. Both are recognizably 'Round Midnight to an audience familiar with the work, but they share no common elements.
The structuralist view is that anything having all of the essential characteristics is a member of the class; however, there is a problem with this view when several performances do not share any single set of characteristics. The concept of family resemblance developed by the anti-essentialist Ludwig Wittgenstein provides a framework to understand the two 'Round Midnight performances.
After comparing board games, card games, ball games and Olympic games, Wittgenstein was unable to find any single element which they all share. Rather, he found "a complicated network of similarities, overlapping and crisscrossing."~o These, he called family resemblances.21 An examination of a family portrait often reveals a set of contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that one must take the word, and make it one's own." Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination, p. 293 characteristics (i.e. big feet, long ears and small noses) which various members possess. No one member of the group may have all of the characteristics, and any two may share nothing in common (i.e. there is no one essential family trait.) To be identified as belonging to this family, an object must have "some" of the characteristics, but obviously not every combination of characteristics will do (a war has winner and losers, for example, but it is not a game).
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Wittgenstein called this a "blurred concept,"'' and it exactly describes the state of the above jazz tune: a group of performances related to each other by various combinations of characteristics.
Lead Sheets
Another standard argument for the structuralist form/content dichotomy is that while, for example, the over looo chronicled versions of the Cinderella story may vary, we would all summarize the story in similar ways.23 Barbara Herrnstein Smith has identified a number of problems with this theory;24 two are relevant to the idea of the musical work.
1. It may be that most summaries of Cinderella are as similar as they are because we (in the West) have all learned to make summaries in the same way. However, each summary will still differ depending on the audience for which it is intended, the point the person summarizing is trying to make, and, of course, his or her own specific cultural and personal rules. 26 Lead sheets became widespread when jazz hit the colleges and teachers and students wanted a short-cut. Traditionally jazz players have learned tunes through other peoples "versions" of them and not with these musical "Cliff-notes." lead sheet. So while the lead sheet is an attempt to specify all of the characteristics of a jazz tune, it is really just another type of version, performance or utterance.
Although there is no intersection set of characteristics, the different performances of 'Round Midnight collectively share a set of family resemblances. Its lead sheets attempt to provide an exhaustive list of these attributes. Ironically, a performance which adhered to all of the characteristics on a lead sheet (an overly literal performance) would barely be considered a performance of the tune at all. It would be a caricature of the tune in every sense of the word.
Thus, the lead sheet, like the musical work is formulated by a listener; it is not intrinsic to the performance. Despite the attempt to schematize the musical work, a lead sheet is merely another specific version. 27
Music with Scores
While scores are different from lead sheets, and music with a fixed pitch sequence is different from jazz, the process outlined here can operate in both more oral and more notated traditions. As with a jazz tune, a composer can establish a particular musical work by defining specific restrictions (most often pitch and relative durations) but the nuances-everything that is not absolutely specified by the score-are still varied by the performer. 28 Roman Ingarden calls them (the nuances) the open spaces which allow for different realizations or concretizations in performance. Charles Rosen has recently reminded us that the open space between a musical work and its possible realizations was greater before Beethoven,29 and that Bach freely transcribed his music for radically different settings.so Even in the most note-specific music, however, 27 Even if the essential characteristics existed it would be impossible to commit them to paper or performance without making them specific. Wittgenstein points out that we cannot picture a schematized leaf without conceiving of a specific leaf: "what does the picture of a leaf look like when it does not show us any particular shape, but what is 'common to all shapes of leaf?' " Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, #73.
28 Wittgenstein argues that defining a class of board games (i.e. making the board an essential quality) doesn't change the quality of "games" in general (Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, #69.) Performances of a Beethoven symphony, like board games, all share the defined feature (a fixed sequence of pitches), but aside from that, they vary like any other musical work.
29 It was well into the twentieth century, before performers stopped personalizing their performances with trills, cadenzas, octave doubling and other extra notes. Chopin and Beethoven each encouraged those who could handle it to take a certain amount of leeway with the exact pitch choice.
30so "To take a harpsichord concerto by Johann Sebastian Bach and arrange it for four-part chorus, organ and orchestra would not, for most music lovers today, be 148 dynamics, tempo, phrasing, rhythmic placement, accent, rubato, timbre, use of vibrato and portamento and all of the other factors that a performer adds to the pitch content are highly variable. (As Mahler said, "What is best in music is not to be found in the notes."s3')
It is clear that we believe that some part of the work exists among these nuances, or we would not be trying to recover anything by the use of historical performance practices. Even if the score did represent the essential content of a musical work, we could not get at that content without creating a specific and unique performance.32 While tradition, like the lead sheet and other forms of authority, can have the effect of establishing a canonical set of essential notes or practices, every performance is an opportunity for the performer to redefine those notes.
The Musical Work in Jazz33ss
The jazz musician is thrust into a world full of appropriated tunes which he must "make his own." The new player decides how to play the tune by listening to other concrete examples of it. The new performance will be heard against the background of previous performances.34 Therefore, a tension exists between standing out from the tradition just far enough to be unique and yet still retaining the identity of the musical work (or "tune"). The performer must make it new, but how much can he change it before it becomes something different?35s In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, unlike the twentieth century, arrangements and transcriptions were a common practice, and most music was new music. While musicology emphasizes texts rather than performances, earlier composers were paid to create new music and not new texts for specific occasions; music was more something you did than something you wrote. Scores were treated more like recipes than holy writ. Bach, for example, could transcribe concerti by other composers without guilt or fear of a lawsuit. The continued emphasis on texts and the growing importance of originality have contributed (along with the lawyers) to making this a legal as well as musical question in this century.
Under American copyright law, both events and works can be protected; the only requirement is that the entity be "fixed."36 (This had to be a score or a written document until 1978 when the U.S. Copyright Office began accepting sound recordings as well.) Even concerts and sporting events can be protected.37 Like musicology, copyright law has tried to make music more like the physical arts, stable and fixed, when, in fact, musical works (in jazz for example) are often neither stable nor fixed.
A second component is that all variations ("derivative works") remain the property of the original author.38 Thus copyright law complicates how we have considered musical works historically. 37 Not all aspects of the event are covered. For example, a professional football game itself is not protected, but the videotaped highlights of that football game require the "express written consent of the National Football League." The laws for film are different than the laws for music, however, and under current copyright law, only compositions and not performances are protected. A sound recording as a "product" is protected against illegal copying, but a new recording of a Beethoven symphony can be broadcast without the written consent of anyone. A jazz solo is similarly not protected, although it seems plausible that a court might find that improvisation is equivalent to spontaneous composition, and therefore protectable. The case, however, has never been tried.
38 "The subject matter of copyright as specified by section 102 includes compilations and derivative works." 17 U.S.C., ?1o3(a) (1976) . Exactly what constitutes a "derivative work" or "substantial similarity" is a question left to the courts.
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as well as most of the canonic works of the European tradition, have now become part of the public domain through expiration of copyright or failure of the composer to protect his work. Players of the "public domain" repertoire, therefore, tend to ignore this aspect of the law (jazz players cannot), but it indicates a shift in our attitude toward performance. The point of all performance used to be to "make the tune one's own" or to "say something new"; it would never have occurred to either Bach or Miles Davis that the goal of performance was to "re-produce" a work. It was only recently (with the help of Stravinsky and the Early Music Movement) that the performer was demoted from interpreter to technician,39 and the composer was given legal power over later incarnations of his work.
In jazz, the harmonic progression is repeated (much like a ground bass), and each player improvises new melodies over it. The history of a work is also like a set of variations over several generations. In jazz, however, the original recording is the first variation, and holds no exceptional authority. Each jazz performer includes those notes which he or she considers necessary for the musical work to retain its identity, thus defining certain notes as essential and the others as ornamental or accidental. After the first performance the tune is least fixed because the tradition has not yet begun to distinguish the essential notes from the accidental ones. As the "tune" is re-played, a tradition of essential notes or a "traditional tune" gradually emerges, but every performance is an opportunity to reassign those notes. The traditional notes change from generation to generation, and performance is the mechanism of that change. The tune only exists as the sum of these performances as they are remembered in the performer's tradition. 
Oral Tradition Becomes Written Tradition
Clearly, it is in part the continuing "orality" of its tradition that allows jazz works to change in reflection of performance practice (it is still possible, although rare, for a jazz performer not to read music), but jazz has begun to undergo its own process of "canonization" with canonic recorded versions (which substitute for canonic texts), a "classic" period and "classic" works, performers who specialize in exactly reproducing "classic" versions of "classic" works, and finally, of course, the creation of actual texts. For music written before recordings, musicologists have had to deal with only the surviving texts. If all jazz recordings were to vanish in a hundred years, jazz scholars might find themselves engaged in the same debate as the chant and opera scholars: are these pieces of paper lead sheets or transcriptions?
Examining this question from the point of view of the text creator rather than the text decipherer, one can see a parallel between the creation of a text to correspond to multiple performed versions of the same work (recordings fix a performance so that it becomes a kind of text) and the creation of a critical edition to correspond to multiple manuscripts of the same work. Just as every player must select, from the multitudes of possibilities, only one version to perform at a time, the editor of either an oral or a written tradition must also select only a single version to print. Musicologists are familiar with the problem of trying to edit several differing manuscripts into one coherent edition, and have adopted the two schools of recension from classical philology. The first school of thought suggests that we can do no better than any one version (thus we try to determine which version is the most reliable and that is that). The second school of thought suggests that we can create a composite text which resembles none of our samples, but the elements which they share, in an attempt to recover a parent-original.
It the syncopation so common in jazz, in order to not codify a particular version. This approach in general assumes (or at least hopes) that a continuing oral tradition will preserve the variant process.5s5 There is also oral tradition for music that is more specifically notated. In today's opera world, for example, phrasing, ornaments, cadenzas, tempos, vowel placement and most of what we have described as nuances are passed along by a network of coaches and teachers, who are the guardians of these "correct" and often fixed interpretations. While the composer can define his own "traditional but unchangeable boundaries," and the notes can be fixed, the oral tradition has a life of its own.
With lead sheets, with Rossini, and with the Bible, we at least have other sources that inform us about the actual performance of these works. However, with chant and Homer we do not. While it is currently being debated whether or not early chant notation is like a Homeric transcription, it might, I suggest, be instead more like the Bible, or a jazz lead sheet. Imagine you have discovered written records of jazz a thousand years from now. Even if you knew which manuscripts were lead sheets and which were transcriptions, you would still have no idea of the kind and amount of flexibility that was tolerated. We understand how a score is turned into music only by learning a complicated set of conventions derived from our oral tradition, which we naturally take for granted. As Wittgenstein points out, however, to understand the example we must understand the concept.56 Without the help of a remaining oral tradition, we are helpless to know how an actual performance of either ninth-century work of music ... and the goal of the responsible performer should be to renounce the delights of the imagination and realize this ideal sound as closely as possible."68 To be really practical, however, is to recognize the intangible nature of our subjects. Musical works owe their existence to a series of variable events. While this is more obvious for jazz and opera, it is equally true for all music. Roman Ingarden claimed that we construct the musical work from its performances, but that our thoughts about the work are directed at a fixed intentional object.69 This is merely a more convenient way to discuss Beethoven.
As it turns out, finding the tune in 'Round Midnight is impossible. We can only find our tune or our list of essential qualities (which will change). Each performance is also a version of the tune which presumably includes all of the notes considered essential by that performer, plus any number of additional notes. Tradition, like a lead sheet, has the effect of establishing essential characteristics, but every performance is an opportunity to reinterpret tradition's version of what is essential. With a certain amount of cultural background, the listener can construct musical works (traditional normative assumptions) from a set of performances. With European art music we tend to think that we can determine the musical work from one performance, but even a computer composition that attempts to control all variables is dependent upon specific speakers in a specific room, to say nothing of the specific audience. Today more than ever it should be obvious that different audiences form musical works in different ways. Texture and rhythm are so essential in American popular music that new works are often created by merely "remixing" old ones (i.e. substituting a new rhythmic pattern while retaining some or all of the pitches of the original).7o In considering works from earlier 68 Rosen, review of "Authenticity and Early Music: A Symposium," p. 47. Rosen goes on to say that this is the expressly stated goal of the early music movement: "Early Music seeks to ascertain the original sound of a work and to reproduce it." (p. 48). This makes the early music movement a natural partner with the recording industry.
69 AS a student of Husserl, Ingarden also believed that mental acts were directed at and were not the same as mental objects. Therefore, every mental act is unique but the musical work they are all directed at remains fixed. Ingarden, The Work of Music, pp. 24-34. 70 We would do well to remember Warren Dwight Allen's warning that "All of the music we are not interested in 'sounds the same. periods, even from our own cultural tradition, the danger is equally great of making assumptions which do not apply.
The performer must mediate between the identity of the work as conveyed by the force of tradition and the individual's desire to explore new territory. To return to Bakhtin's speaker and Figure 2 , the performance/utterance is the point of interaction between the centripetal pull of the other performances and the centrifugal force of the open spaces. While the analyst can contemplate the various versions from the safety of the blackboard, the performer must commit each performance to a specific place on the map.
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